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So I think I’ve got a segmentation … 
but how do I colour it in?

Penny Mills and Bryony Duncan outline five steps to put your 
segmentation into action

Y
ou’ve done some database 
mining, audience profiling or 
primary research and observed 
patterns that indicate audience 

groups you’re interested in, giving you 
the bones of a segmentation model. 
The groups have passed the first tests 
of segmentation – each is distinct 
enough and reflects shared needs and 
a common response to an offer. So, 
what next?

Here we suggest how you can colour 
in your sketches of each group, engage 
your colleagues in recognising them 
and keep your new segmentation live 
and relevant. We consider two kinds of 
segments and describe the steps you 
might take. Included are some quotes 
and examples from Sound and Music 
(SAM), a pioneering contemporary 
music organisation, combining 
producing, programming, information 
and services.

Segment one: dabblers
Maybe a familiar group to you, but 
they attend only one kind of event 
or very occasionally. Your challenge 
is to find ways of deepening their 
engagement or building their loyalty 
or frequency by getting to know them 
better. For example, at Sound and 
Music they identified a group called 
‘experience seekers’ who’d come to 
the weird and wonderful, but not in a 
more mainstream venue.

Colour in the picture and get to know your segment better using 
existing information or by generating new insights. Some of the kinds of 

information that can bring your picture to life are outlined in the following table.

Type of information What it can contribute How to use/access it

Geo-demographic 
profiling using  
Mosaic or ACORN

Geographic information 
related to lifestyle, 
behaviour, socio-
economic and socio-
cultural preferences, 
consumption patterns 
and media usage

•  Mosaic or ACORN profile the 
postcodes of your identified group

•  Compare the profile to benchmarks
•  Use the detailed group and type 

information to inform the offer, 
message and communications channel

•  Map the postcodes by group or type

Demographic 
and geographic 
information from 
Target Group Index 
Area Profile Reports

Information about age, 
socio-economic status, 
income, education, 
media preferences, 
ethnicity, etc., related to 
art-form attendance by 
postcode sector

•  Reports come as a radius around 
your venue, for particular postcode 
sectors or a local authority area

•  Match characteristics of your 
segment to postcode sectors  
and check all characteristics for  
more insight

Segment matching 
using ACE Arts 
Audiences: Insight 
population 
segmentation

Information about 
attitudes towards the 
arts, predicted level 
of engagement and 
preferences

•  See which segments most closely 
match the characteristics of 
your own segment and draw out 
additional useful information about 
arts attendance behaviour

Enhanced 
understanding 
through audience 
research

Information on any 
aspect of the segment, 
typically preferences, 
identity, perceptions 
and attitudes

•  Include questions in your regular 
audience monitoring to learn more 
about your segments

•  Identify individuals in your database/
dataset that fit your segment criteria 
to involve in qualitative research,  
e.g. a focus group

•  Or commission some qualitative 
research using a sample from your 
database

•  Geo-demographic 
profiling and analysis of 
box office, mailing list and 
member data to identify 
different behaviours and 
characteristics compared 
to benchmarks

•  An e-survey of members 
and face-to-face audience 
research at events providing 
quantitative information 
about demographic 
characteristics,  
motivations, preferences 
and information sources

•  Depth qualitative research 
to dig deeper, e.g. into 
lifetime experiences  
of new music and 
expectations of new 
audiences

Step 1

Sound and Music used a range of information to develop their segments:
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Segment two: lurkers
Another group could be more 
speculative, but you think they’d 
be interested in engaging with your 
organisation. You have an idea 
about their characteristics and the 
offer you’d make, but little concrete 
information. So, now you need to 
check out your assumptions.

You can follow the same steps as 
outlined for the ‘Dabblers’, but you’ll 
find that colouring in the picture 
takes longer and might require 
more primary research and some 
more intensive consultation. Finding 
out about and engaging with this 
segment will require extra resources, 
so you need to be sure that they’re 
important enough and relevant to 
your organisation. Also, consider 
whether you are able to do or offer 
something different to attract them. 
Successfully engaging them could 
involve outreach work, community 
engagement, partnering with other 

organisations or experimenting with 
new marketing channels. Finally, your 
return on investment will probably be 
lower and slower, so be realistic with 
your SMART objectives.

Once you’ve done some 
investigation, go back to the drawing 
board and redo your sketch … Happy 
segmenting! 
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And thank you to Johnny Gibson and 
Shoel Stadlen of Sound and Music.

Where can I find this information? 

Mosaic or ACORN profiling: audience development agencies can advise on or provide this 
profiling – visit www.audiencedevelopment.org.uk to find your nearest agency.
TGI Area Profile Reports can be requested through audience development agencies and 
are free for ACE funded organisations.
Population Statistics are accessible at www.statistics.gov/neighbourhood
Arts Council England’s Arts Audiences: Insight population segmentation can be 
found at www.artscouncil.org.uk/audienceinsight. 
For more information about the terms used in this article visit www.aduk.org and use the  
jargon buster.
Finally, Audiences London’s guide to audience monitoring is free to download at 
www.audienceslondon.org/freeresources.

Involve your colleagues 
to make your segment real 

and clarify your offer. Get as many 
colleagues together as possible, show 
them the pictures and tap into their 
hunches, feelings, expertise, knowledge 
and creativity. Explore ways in which 
your organisation can engage them and 
respond to their needs. Build up collages 
of the segments (what they do, like, think 
and where they live), or give them names.

Define your messages 
and marketing channels. 

Think benefits (not features). Consider 
whether the message is about 
customer service, accessibility, price 
incentives, added value or simply a 
more personalised communication. 
From your information, how and where 
are they most likely to engage with your 
message – at home, online, in venue, on 
the street, in a social media community 
or reading a particular publication?

Define marketing objectives for your segment. Keep your objectives 
SMART, i.e. how much and how many. Check that these marketing objectives 

align with your organisation’s overall objectives. And, finally, put setting objectives for your 
segments at the heart of your marketing planning.

Now test out your conclusions and refine your picture. If you can select 
people from your database according to your segment criteria you can use 

direct marketing. Try out two different approaches to see which is most effective and track 
the campaign through your box office system or a ‘call to action’ which you can monitor. 
Remember to consider what kind of response rate would be a success.  Or you may have 
identified an organisation, magazine, website or social networking site appropriate to your 
segment where you can put a call to action. Alternatively, if you know which streets they live 
on, pop something through the doors. Finally, you might consider trying a new kind of event 
or picking a new venue which you feel would particularly appeal to the group. Once you’ve 
tracked the impacts of these activities, go back to Step 2 and accessorise your picture with 
your new insights. Ask yourself whether the return on investment has been worth it.
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